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in agreement with our previous estimate.4 For deuterium we obtain a correction of 0.74 + 0.117 = 0.86 
Me/sec plus <5n = ( a/3) llJ; (0 )! 2<r~ > Me/sec, which also improves the agreement with experiment. 

The isotopic volume effect, .6.ED - .6.E H• is equal to 0. 7 4 Me/ sec + <5n, i.e., together with the mass 
effect it amounts to 1.33 Me/sec + <5n, which is in good agreement with the measurements6 of Lamb 
( 1.23 ± 0.20 Me/ sec). Before drawing final conclusions about the magnitude of the Lamb shift, however, 
it would be desirable to ascertain to what extent possible corrections, e.g., higher-order quantum-elec~ 
trodynamic terms, might modify these results. 

The author is deeply grateful to Prof. D. D. Ivanenko and to Prof. J.P. Vigier of the Sorbonne for 
stimulating this work and for a discussion of the results. 
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As is well known, the hypothesis of charge invariance leads to relations between experimentally ob
servable quantities. Up to the present time, however, the only relations that have been derived connect 
the cross-sections of different processes. In connection with experiments on change of polarization it 
is also of interest to examine the relations involving the polarization which follow from charge invari
ance. We shall consider an extremely simple method for finding such relations. 

Suppose that the isotopic spin is conserved in the interactions that cause the process a + A -- b + B. 
Let us denote the respective isotopic spins of the particles by h• jA, jb, jB, and the values of a par
ticular component by rna, rnA, mb, mB· The amplitude describing the transition rna, rnA-- mb, mB 
can be written in the form 

RmamA; mbmB = ~ UaiAmamA I iaiAim) R1 (hjsmbmR J ibisim). 
j 

(1) 

by the use of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Here Rj is the amplitude in a state with a definite total 
isotopic spin; it depends on the angles, the spins, and the energy. 

Let Tk be operators acting on the spin variables of particles b and B and forming a complete set 
of matrices (for example, 1 and the Pauli matrices CJx, CJY' CJz in the case of a spinless particle and a 
particle with spin%>. The experimentally observable quantities are average values <Tk>· From Eq. 
(1) we have: 

((Tk) cr)mamA; mbmB = ~ UaiAmamA I iaiAim) UaiAmamA I iaiAilm) RiT~<RJ, (jbjBmbmsl jbjB jm) (jbjBmbmB I jbjBj1m), ( 2) 
I ,J, 
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where (}' is the differential cross-section. To obtain the relations we sum Eq. ( 2) over the isotopic spin 
components, keeping one of them fixed, for example mb. Using the orthogonality and symmetry of the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients1 we get 

~ ~ (2i+1) + 
LJ ( (T ) cr)mamA; mbmB = LJ (2h + l) Rj T t<Rj· 

ma,mA, mB J 
( 3) 

The sum on the left side does not depend on mb. Consequently, equating the values of this sum for vari
ous values of mb, we get relations between the observable quantities. It is obvious that any one of the 
components can be held fixed. It is clear from the proof that in the case in which the number of particles 
changes, relations between the observable quantities are obtained in just the same way. For Tk = 1 we 
get relations between the differential cross-sections, and the conclusion so obtained provides a foundation 
for the rule formulated by Shmushkevich. 2 

Let us consider the scattering of 1r-mesons by nucleons. Equating the sums ( 2) for 7r+ and 1r0-mesons 
we get besides Heitler's relations for the differential cross-sections, the relation 

(Pcr)rt+p; rt+p + (Pcr)rt-p; "-P = 2 (Pcr)re•p; re•p+(Pcr)re-p; rt'n, 

which involes the polarization P of the recoil nucleon. 
For the production of a 1r-meson in collision of nucleons with formation of a deuteron we have: 

(4) 

(5) 

Tk characterizes the polarization of the deuteron ( 3 components of a vector and 5 components of a ten
sor). If the nucleons in the final state are free, we get 

( (T n) cr)pp; re+np + ( (T k) cr)pp; tt+pn + ( <.T k) cr)np; ,.+nn + ((Tk) cr)np; rr;-pp 

= 2((Tk)cr)pp;rr'pp + 2((7'1<) cr)np;rc'np + 2((Tk) cr)np;rc'pn• 

In conclusion we remark that the relations (3) are very convenient for expressing the cross-sections 
and polarizations in states with definite total isotopic spin in terms of the experimentally observable 
cross-sections and polarizations. 

I express my gratitude to Ia. A. Smorodinskii, L. I. Lapidus, and R. M. Ryndin for discussions of the 
questions considered here. 
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IT is well known that a calculation of the thermod~mamic functions of superfluid helium with an excitation 
spectrum of the phonon-rotan type proposed by Landau gives excellent agreement with experimental data.1 

In liquid helium which has a free surface, however, there exists one more branch of the energy spectrum 
associated with the presence of surface waves. Its contribution to the thermodynamic functions is propor
tional to the area of the free surface and consequently it can play a role only for very thin films. 

The spectrum of the surface oscillations has the form2 


